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Overview

What Was Performed:
Changed Profile display from random pins
to custom header
Edited profile text
Added each board to
an appropriate category such as "Design"
Added descriptions to each board
Added keywords to each board
descriptions
Followed 5 design related accounts
Verified url of custom pins
Re-pinned 5-10 images to each board
Conducted a quick keyword search

Keywords

Graphic Design For Beginners
Font Pairings/Combinations
Canva/Google Font Pairings/Combination
Font Styles
Typography Trends
Graphic Design Inspiration
Layout Design
Graphic Design Tutorials
Branding Design
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Optimization Overview
Before

After
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Optimizaztion
Overview

Monthly Views
Monday, Jan 13th, 2020
7.7k monthly viewers
Monday, Jan 20th, 2020
10k monthly viewers

+2.3k

Account Followers
Last Week: 4
This Week: 6

+2

Make sure to always add keywords to headlines and
descriptions when adding custom pins. Keywords
must be relevant to the image and/or post linked. Also,

Keywords and
descriptions make
a difference.

avoid adding custom pins directly from Canva as the
URL doesn't get added to the pin and there is no way
to edit this afterwards. You may consider making the
"Fun" board secret or re-naming it to add relevant
content.
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Audience Overview
Get to know your audience so you know what type of content to create and pin.

User Activity:
79% view your content on Desktop
13.7% are from the United States // 2.2% are from Canada
Users are 47.2% Male // 47.5% Female // 5.3% undefined
Ages 18-24: 38.3%
25-34: 36.8%
35-44: 13.4%
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Pinterest SEO Tips
Try out these Pinterest SEO Tips to continue growing your account:
These are the most current tips for boosting your
Pinterest results.
Do not delete pins – Pinterest Is very explicit about
this.
Pinterest also points out that pins getting no
activity can often suddenly become hot again
due to changing trends.
If a pin leads to a broken link, create a redirect
rather than deleting it.
If it’s a product, ADJUST THE DESCRIPTION too - E.g.: “This item is no longer available, but here
is a similar one.”
Pinterest – and pinners – love fresh content.
Pinterest defines ‘fresh content’ as pins you
create from both new posts on your blog AND
from old ones. If the pin itself is new, it’s
considered ‘fresh’.
Pinterest is all about quality rather than quantity.
Pinterest has a strong bias towards pins
released regularly over each week, rather than
big batches posted all at once.
Pinterest does not penalize pinners who use a
scheduling app. What they look for is fresh pins
appearing regularly from your site. So don't
be afraid to use Tailwind or similar apps.
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Use the ‘Following’ tab.
It gives you a specific way to make sure your
content reaches the people who follow you,
since Pinterest will serve up your fresh pins to
them straight away.
Don’t update old pins with new hashtags and
keywords.
Create a new pin instead, and use your hashtags
and keywords there.
Make your pin description as readable as possible
and keep it short to stop truncation.
Pinterest would rather have a fascinating
description than one so short it feels stilted and
cryptic.
Don’t include unrelated boards if you are trying to
build a strong brand.
You can have more than one account, so if you
want to go in another direction or get personal,
create a second account.
Any off-brand or irrelevant boards that you do
have can be set to SECRET. You can still use
them but only you can see them.
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What's Next?

Here's a simple Pinterest Strategy to get started!

"Our followers appreciate the images that go along with the
content. According to them, images encourage more views."
Pin 15-30 re-pins a day (Schedule with Tailwind).
Create new images for old posts and pin them weekly.
If a pin covers different topics don't be afraid to pin them to other boards.
Just pin them at different times.
Monthly Viewers changes daily and this number varies on your account
activity. The more you pin the more views you get. Once you stop
pinning the number may drop.
Review your Pinterest Analytics at least once per month. Find out what
your most popular boards or pins are and create more similar content.
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Need help with Pinterest?
Maximize the power of Pinterest to
attract more traffic to your website.

Consider our monthly Pinterest
Management Package for $350
Packages include:
First planning call to discuss strategy
and focus
Daily management of pins via Tailwind
Weekly pinning of custom pins (image
provided by client)
A monthly 30-minute call
Weekly email support
Monthly email reports detailing your
account progress
Contact Alba Figueroa to get started!
hello@albafigueroa.com
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Interacting with Users

Start a forum on the website and post a link on the main page to encourage
user participation.

Now that you know your audience and metrics, you can start creating your report. Kick things off
by presenting the big picture. Give a snapshot which summarizes how you are doing across all
social media platforms. Here, you can do a health check and assess how well these platforms are
doing for the reporting period. Remember that you don't have to jam all metrics in one page.
Make it easy for your audience by selecting just the top three or four important metrics. Then
give a few takeaways, which lets you transition smoothly to the other parts of your report.
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